Muslim Brotherhood’s Infiltration of America

The Muslim Brotherhood has infiltrated the US through quiet assimilation in all aspects of government and society incrementally mostly without violence. They are directly connected fiscally through Hamas a Muslim extremist terrorist group. The following quote is about The Muslim Brotherhood and its goals from the Holy Land Foundation document. Here is the document in PDF format: http://crimeblog.dallasnews.com/government%20exhibit%203-85.pdf this was obtained from its trial:

“Enablement of Islam in North America, meaning: establishing an effective and a stable Islamic Movement led by the Muslim Brotherhood which adopts Muslim’s causes domestically and globally and which works to expand the observant Muslim base, aims at unifying and directing Muslim’s efforts, presents Islam as a civilization alternative, and supports the global Islamic state wherever it is.”

The goals of the Muslim Brotherhood is insidious, they want to set up mosques and Islamic centers in all cities, for a base of operation to continue their global takeover in the United States. They have a blueprint of their proposed Islamic state, which incorporates all aspects of life. Here is a list of their proposed structure of their Islamic state in the United States; here is a quote that shows this, from the Holy Land Foundation document:

1: The Movement Department + the Secretariat Department İ The Organization and Administration Organization- The General Center

2: Education Department + Dawa Com. Dawa and Educational Organization

3: Sisters Department- The Women’s Organization
4: The Financial Department + Investment Committee + The Endowment- Economic Organization

5: Youth Department + Youths Organizations Department- Youth Organizations

6: The Social Committee + Matrimony Committee + Mercy Foundation- The Social Organization

7: The Security Committee- The Security Organization

8: The Political Dept. + Palestine Com.- The Political Organization

9: The Group Court + The Legal Com.- The Judicial Organization

10: Domestic Work department- Its work is to be distributed to the rest of the organizations

11: Our magazines + The print + our art band- The Media and Art Organization

12: The Studies Association + The Publication House + Dar Al- Kitab- The Intellectual & Cultural Organization

13: The Scientific and Medial Societies- Scientific, and Educational & Professional Organization

14: The Organizational Conference- The Islamic-American Founding Conference

15: The Shura Council + Planning Com.- The Shura Council for the Islamic-American Movement

16: The Executive Office- The Executive Office of the Islamic-American Movement
17: The General Masul- Chairman of the Islamic Movement and its official Spokesman

18: The regions, branches & Usras- Field leaders of organizations & Islamic centers

The above is what the Muslim Brotherhood has this as their Islamic blueprint of what they call 'settlement' in the United States. This is a foundational form of Government they want in place. The Muslim Brotherhood wants a central bank, a legal system, media, and educational centers. The vastness of their goals to implement their jihadist global civilization into the United States is downright wrong, and if completed would be the fall of the United States of America.

Another Quote from The Holy Land Foundation document is chilling: "Understanding the role of the Muslim Brother in North America: The process of settlement is a 'Civilization Jihadist Process' with all the word means. The Ikhwan must understand their work in America is a kind of grand Jihad in eliminating and destroying the western civilization from within and 'sabotaging' its miserable house by their hands and the hands of the believers and God's religion is made victorious over all religions."

The United States government is enabling the Muslim Brotherhood to take hold of this country. President Barack Obama has stated he is Muslim, despite his continuous denial in many instances. He received political monetary contributions for his elections from Muslim's in Gaza. Here is a quote from the article stating that:

"Palestinian brothers inside the Hamas-controlled Gaza Strip are listed in government election filings as having donated $29,521.54 to Sen. Barack Obama's campaign. Donations of this nature would violate election laws, including prohibitions on receiving contributions from
foreigners and guidelines against accepting more than $2,300 from one individual during a single
election, Bob Biersack, a spokesman for the Federal Election Commission, told WND in
response to a query.Ø

The full article is here: http://www.wnd.com/?pageId=71431

More recently, the revolution in Egypt to overthrow President Mubarak and the violence
ensuing, President Obama and his administration has changed their stance about Egypt, and its
President Mubarak and the Muslim Brotherhood’s role in Egypt. Here is a quote from an article
you can find here: http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/news.aspx/142101

Stating: ØObama's new position, while not totally surprising, is worrisome to many.ØThe
White House appears to be leaving Hosni Mubarak, an ally for three decades and lynchpin of
Mideast stability, twisting slowly in the wind," writes David Horowitz of the Freedom Center.
"And worse, it appears to be open to allowing the Muslim Brotherhood to play a key role in a
'reformed' Egyptian government, as long as the organization renounces violence and supports
democracy. If the Obama White House really believes this is possible, it is even more hopelessly
incompetent than we imagined!"

That article shows President Obama's reverence for the Muslim Brotherhood, by
reversing decades of democratic support for the Egyptian government to a sudden reversal of
rejecting Mubarak's rule, to hand over the government to the Muslim Brotherhood. Obviously
Obama supports the Muslim Brotherhood. There seems to be an underlining agenda, and all
directions point to Obama and Islamic factions.
President Obama even said to an Egyptian Foreign Minister that he is a Muslim. This article shows it and the quote: http://thearizonalawmanandphoenixpolicegazette.com/i-am-a-muslim-obama-tells-egyptian-foreign-minister-gheit-islamic-coup-on-the-white-house/

Adul Gheit said he had a one-on-one meeting with Obama, where the US President told him that he was still a Muslim, the son of a Muslim father, the step son of Muslim stepfather, that his half brothers in Kenya are Muslims, and that he was sympathetic towards the Muslim agenda. Adul Gheit claimed Obama told the Arabs to show patience. Obama promised that once he overcame some domestic issues, like the Health care reform, he would show the Muslim World how to deal with Israel.

President Obama last year made it a national case to put an Islamic Mosque near the 9/11 attacks in NYC. It’s causing outrage amongst Americans. Remember Islamic Mosques are centers that are the seat of Islamic Jihadist operations. Here is the link for the article:


The United States had a workshop for the Muslim Brotherhood on August 31 2010. It had many departments to give funds and resources to them. Here are a few quotes from the article you can find at: http://politicalvelcraft.org/2011/01/30/obamas-september-surprise-islamic-acorn-islam-granted-%E2%80%98direct-access%E2%80%99-to-taxpayers-stimulus-grants-for-the-muslim-brotherhood/

September Surprise: The Muslim Brotherhood-associated Coordinating Council of Muslim Organizations (CCMO) will bring 25-30 Muslim leaders of 20 national Muslim groups
to attend a special workshop presented by the White House and U.S. Government agencies (Agriculture, Education, Homeland Security, Health and Human Services etc.) to provide the groups "funding, government assistance and resources." The workshop will apparently provide special access for these Muslim Brotherhood organizations: the organizers pledge to provide "direct access" and "cut through red tape."

Yet another quote concerning this workshop held last year in 2010:

"According to a representative of CCMO, this workshop is designed to clarify how Muslim nonprofits, mosques, Islamic centers, and social service organizations can strengthen their communities through more direct access to opportunities provided to social service agencies at the Federal level. It will hopefully help cut through some of the red tape and shine light on the many opportunities for funding, government assistance, and resources that we just don't know about at the local level," said Elsanousi.

This really shows how the government is letting the Muslim Brotherhood infiltrate the United States. It even infiltrating the culinary part of society. Here is a quote from that article also:

"The Iftar: Following the workshop, the DOA will host an Iftar to acknowledge and thank Muslim employees for their dedication and to the DOA. Keynote speakers will discuss the issues of increasing access to healthy foods for all communities and the powerful communal and sacred aspects of food. In addition to the DOA employees and representatives of various Muslim organizations, the DOA also invited Muslim employees from various other government agencies. The Deputy Secretary of the Department of Agriculture is also scheduled to attend."
Muslims prefer to have Halal food, a term meaning law or lawful. But put through a ritual to be blessed and sacrificed to their Islamic God. This Halal food is spreading rapidly around the world. It's even in the United States. Here is an article about the religious connotations towards eating food sacrificed to idols. http://www.wnd.com/?pageId=255825

In conclusion the very breadth of the Muslim Brotherhoods influence and infiltration is now becoming staggering. It's like a worm eating slowly and fully corrupting the American Republic. It's in all aspects of the country now, and I truly hope the criminals letting this happen are put to justice. I hope by exposing certain aspects of this movement people will wake up. This is the truly another form of the New World Order. Wake up people it's in a town near you.
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